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CHAPTER 9:  ADVENTURES IN WAITING 

 Whether or not becoming a waiter was a promising career move was an open question. 

However, it felt like a perfectly reasonable thing to do—after 15 years of college and work, to 

return to the simplicity of the teenager in Arkansas waiting tables at our highway café, Penney 

Hill. Food service was in my blood, and I could do it without any particular stress or anguish. 

 At this point I no longer asked for work to give my life meaning or definition. I was well 

satisfied with being the owner and restorer of a Victorian mansion, an urban pioneer and historic 

preservationist, salvager of architectural treasures, a liberated beautiful gay man, a poet in both 

English and Russian, and an occasional opera singer. Waiting tables at Gusti’s Italian Restaurant 

would merely be an easy way to make a buck. 
 

 My walk to work down Rhode Island Avenue was 

quite pleasant, past many grand Victorians to Scott Circle, 

to be grandly greeted by the statue of Gen. Winfield Scott 

and the memorial to Daniel Webster. I loved the theatrical 

bas relief on Dan’s pediment. A little way down the 

Avenue were some elegant gingko trees which at this time 

in October wore an unbelievable gold. Then I’d pass the 

imposing St. Matthew the Apostle cathedral where the 

funeral of JFK was held. The glittering mosaic of the 

Evangelist over its entrance was a nice touch. Down at the 

end of the block in its old Victorian, Gusti’s bustled with 

 Statues at Scott Circle             customers, my new culinary office. 
 

 Well aware of what to do, I found starting work at Gusti’s for the Sunday lunch simply a 

matter of finding my way around. The dumpy maître-d, Mr. Mario in what would prove to be his 

eternal blue sharkskin suit, took me around the joint, showing off sprawling rooms on the first 

floor with service kitchen in the rear, their patio along Constitution Avenue called the terrace, 

regrettably closed for the season just yesterday, and two fancier dining rooms on the second 

floor. For my maiden voyage, I got a station in a corner of the first floor with just three tables, as 

Mr. Mario said, to “see how I could handle it.” His patronizing concern made me stifle a laugh.  

 Apart from twice making the harried busboy, an awkward kid of indeterminate ethnicity, 

go rustle up silverware, it was a piece of cake, or if you will, a plate of pasta—all of which 

looked pretty tasty like the fettucine carbonara I ate for lunch after the shift. The best part was 

that the cooks in the kitchen knew what they were doing and did it quickly, unconcerned about 

the new guy. The other waiters, some rather swarthy, some cute, paid me no attention, most of 

them to my experienced eye looking harried and pressured. In the kitchen line, I asked if there 

were any waitresses, and he snorted ignorantly that women just couldn’t work this hard.   

 Mostly I hung around watching on my folks and thinking how easily I could be feeding at 

least two more four-tops—limited tips from just three tops, one of them a deuce. I frequently 

lamented how homely these normal, straight guys generally were, no matter how well dressed. 

The women tended to outshine them considerably, but of course, that mattered not much to me. 

On my happy walk home, I practiced saying Bolognese, saltimbocca, tiramisu, and parmigiana, 

blithely chanting the names of wines like Valpolicella, Barolo, and Asti Spumante. (At the Four 

Bells we mostly drank French wines with names involving chateaus and regions.) Tips had been 

generous, and I’d learned to say grazie, prego, and per favore like an authentic Italian. 

# 
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 At home for the afternoon, I found Charles hard at work on his contribution for the 

evening’s Supper Club repast, some Julia Child extravaganza that I’d have to miss. Helping him 

with chopping stuff, I demonstrated my new Italian vocabulary, and he suggested we do a big 

costume party for All Souls’ Day, which sounded to me like a great idea. With my new job I’d 

suddenly and sadly had to drop plans to visit Kenny in New York for his birthday. We conspired 

to make it “come as you’d like to have been,” costumes required, leaving the field wide open. 

 That house business done, Charles told me he’d found us a new guy, a David, to move 

into his old room on Tuesday now it was all fixed up. This David had a dog… I could meet our 

new geisha and his canine at breakfast on Wednesday. Before I left for the evening shift, we 

gave the room a final inspection and agreed it was pristine. By now Charles already had the 

Grand Tetons looming from one wall of his sky-lit boudoir, the enlarged photos bringing the 

jagged mountains up unnervingly close. He described more visions for the other walls. 

 For dinner, Mr. Mario gave me two four-tops and three deuces, which I understood to be 

his usual equation for breaking a new waiter in. I didn’t protest, well aware that one can really 

make hay by turning deuces over quickly. While waiting in line at the bartender—lots of the 

homely folks were drinking Singapore Slings— I discovered that one of the cuter swarthy 

waiters was a student from Persia. I figured that would make a good new flag for my collection, 

but the fellow showed no interest. After closing at 11 I ate Veal Francese and then walked home 

with a pocketful of cold cash. That night I started keeping a tip log as a gauge of my success.    

  Monday Mr. Mario gave me the same station for lunch, and the deuces turned over like 

hotcakes. For dinner he graduated me to three four-tops and two deuces, and that evening Mr. 

Vince stopped by to say he’d heard I was doing a good job. I got that station for Tuesday lunch 

and turned all my tables about four times in the three-hour shift.  

 In the kitchen hustle during my dinner shift, a taller apparent Persian, an aggressively 

self-important guy, kept pushing and bossing the other swarthy ones around, obviously an alpha 

asshole. Fortunately, he looked right through me, and I conscientiously avoided him. I remarked 

to Mr. Mario about the barbarism in the kitchen, and he said the Persians were animals—I should 

keep clear of them. Those were my sentiments exactly, but there was a quiet one named Rezi 

whose flag I wouldn’t have minded capturing. 

 At breakfast on Wednesday morning I met our new David, a guy with big surprised eyes 

and a bigger German shepherd named Heidi, old (and fat) enough to be docile. At first the dog 

barked at Lorro perched on my shoulder, but when the parrot switched on her siren, Heidi turned 

tail and ran upstairs. We all had a great laugh. While Dave seemed friendly and gay enough, I 

wondered if his timid plainness would make good geisha material. Of course, the proof would be 

in the Supper Club pudding when he’d have to pinch hit for my sparkling company. 

 Showing up for work at five, I wondered why most of the Persians didn’t appear till 5:30, 

and my possibly Peruvian busboy told me they’d been upstairs in the storeroom saying their 

prayers. At the image of them bowing towards Mecca with their bums in the air, I respectfully 

restrained my mirth. When they disappeared again around 6:30 for about ten minutes, I noted 

that the asshole (by the name of Bahman) was more interested in tips than piety. Obnoxiously 

abusive to his compatriots, he was sickeningly obsequious to customers.  

 Working late, I’d wind up eating my breakfast alone with peaceful mornings in the parlor 

reading or working on my costume for the All Souls’ Day party. My afternoon breaks were just 

as solitary, quiet except for Lorro’s witless conversation, and productive. I’d decided to costume 

as the Minotaur from “Satyricon”—the Cretans had fed him succulent Athenian youths… 

# 
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 At Friday night’s dinner, the crowd welcomed me back to the groaning board with toasts. 

Both Chas and Lou were in attendance and appreciative of my anecdotes about Gusti’s, but Lou 

was dubious about the quality of their Italian cuisine. In a private aside, he advised me of taking 

Dave for a test ride and approving of his timid techniques. Lewis and Carolyn worried about my 

working in a mob joint and had missed my pretty face at meals. Charles entertained us with a trip 

he once took to Naples, a lava flow on Mount Vesuvius, and a visit to the ruins of Pompeii. 
 

    With Friday and Saturday off, I finished off my 

costume, a big papier maché bull’s head like that in the 

movie with curved horns, fake fur, and eye-holes through 

the nostrils. I painted it brown, with stippling and varnish 

like fine woodwork. The only real difficulty was making 

the club out of cardboard. The rest of the costume was 

alluringly minimal with butch leather sandals and straps 

and a bulging codpiece of impressive bovine proportions  

   Fellini’s Minotaur from “Satyricon”        designed for maximum sexiness. 
 

 I didn’t have to bother my head about the Persian waiters till Tuesday after their days off. 

Standing in the bar line, I learned from Rezi that they found the popular red drink of white wine 

and crème de cassis called Kir terribly funny—because kir is Persian for “penis.” Later in the 

kitchen line, several times I heard Bahman snarl at guys, “Kir tu kun!” Rezi advised that means 

“fuck,” and “Kiram tu kunet!” means “Fuck you!”—actually, “my dick in your ass.” I quickly 

learned this exotic grammar for use on appropriate occasions. 

 An appropriate occasion arose quickly on Wednesday evening when Bahman rudely 

broke in on me in the kitchen growling, “Out of the way, poosti!” (Earlier when I suggested a 

little game of Capture-the-Flag, Rezi had politely declined and told me poosti means “queer.”) I 

responded to Bahman, “Don’t you forget it, honey!” I pinched his butt and added, “Nice kun…”  

 He turned on me with raised fist threatening, “I break your face!” Holding my ground, I 

calmly replied, “Lay one finger on me, asshole, and you’ll be back in Tehran so fast it’ll make 

your head spin!—and you can just kiss your Shah’s fat kun!” He backed right down in fearful 

confusion, and I added seductively, “Kiram tu kunet…” stressing the possessive suffixes. 

 His ass-holy bluff called, Bahman ran out of the kitchen with, “You make me crazy!” I 

responded, “That sure was easy!” The cooks and waiters in line roared with laughter. After that 

decisive battle, I had no more trouble with my barbarian coworkers who treated the conquering 

Grand Poosti with fascinated respect. An appealing but poorly featured guy calling himself John 

(because of an unpronounceable Persian name) quite nicely asked me for a blow-job, an offer I 

politely declined, explaining that I much preferred kiram tu kunet. Preferring otherwise, John 

smiled sweetly and became a close pal thereafter. 

# 

 On Thursday Mr. Mario told me I was doing such a great job that I could start weekends, 

but I begged off this coming one for our party on Saturday night. Actually having seen the Fellini 

film, he was amused about my Satyricon Minotaur costume, which proved an enormous success. 

I greeted our guests in the vestibule with a bull’s roar and flourish of my club, then graciously 

gestured them into the hubbub in my labyrinth. Predictably, many male guests would have liked 

to be women, and vice versa, so there was a great deal of drag, many fancy gowns, natty tuxedos, 

soldier uniforms, outrageous wigs, and enough makeup to stock Macy’s. My mythical bull stood 

out in more ways than just its prominent codpiece.   
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 Charles’s tall policeman friend showed up in a Western saloon-gal’s frilly red getup, 

causing a ruckus on 14th Street and bringing one of the hookers along to party. Both were taken 

aback to be met by the Minotaur in the vestibule. She was thrilled to see the inside of our fancy 

mansion and, I’m sure, told tales afterwards on the street. If I tried to describe the wild costumes 

at our masked ball, even those of my close buddies like Charles or whoever, I’d be lying, and we 

don’t want that. Naturally, I remember my Minotaur mask well, but besides the off-duty cop’s 

surreal Miss Kitty, damned if I can conjure up anyone else’s costume.  

 But let me give it a try in connection with a real memory. One cute male guest in male-

type clothes—a tunic, chiton, or robe?—must have seen “Satyricon.” The vaguely Greek or 

Roman guy fell to his knees in front of me, authentically groveling and begging for his life. More 

or less on script, he said if I wouldn’t kill him, he’d love me… Appreciating the desperate offer 

of this Encolpio, on cue I lifted off my bull’s head, smiled down at him past my bulging 

codpiece, and said, “That can be arranged.”  

 The enamored student-lover fellow and I mingled with the crowd as a fitting cinematic 

couple and danced in the parlor. Just for me, Charles had found a Spanish record of merengues 

that were huge fun to dance to almost naked with an unruly codpiece. (Shades of my long ago 

go-go dancing in Milwaukee!*) My Encolpio (whose real name I truly can’t remember), ditched 

his costume, whatever it’d been, to dance in red bikini briefs. A few other revelers stripped, but 

most others’ costumes were too studied and elaborate for such frivolity.  

 Thus ensued a riotous party such as the Four Bells surely had never seen in its long 

domestic history. Drinks flowed freely from the breakfront in the dining room, mixed and served 

by a crew of Club members, who also kept the table piled with hors d’oeuvres and sweets. Well-

lubricated and fed, the crowd cavorted into the wee hours, and their drunken departures were 

greeted by cheers from the business women on 14th Street. Having indulged responsibly, I was 

still coherent when finally taking off my bull’s head and helping Encolpio upstairs.  

 He definitely wasn’t coherent, though still capable of lascivious attempts on the stairs to 

keep his promise to love the Minotaur. In my boudoir, while I unstrapped, he ripped off his 

bikini and threw himself invitingly face-down on the bed. Like a rutting bull, I climbed on top of 

him, only to discover he’d passed out. I rolled off and regretful, took his insensate nakedness in 

my arms to sleep. In the bright morning, he woke the bull and fulfilled his pledge faithfully and 

repeatedly. So I let Encolpio live to pursue his dream and got ready to work Sunday lunch.  

# 

 Looking out through the Minotaur’s nostrils, I couldn’t see all that much of what was 

going on in the party but discovered that Charles had taken lots of photos of the historic event. 

Boy, do I wish I had them now—I’d have a souvenir of my Encolpio! Charles gave me one of 

my Minotaur to send for Aimée’s birthday the following Friday along with a cute dress with 

flowers. On the phone I apologized for missing her special seventh and let Barbara know I’d 

have to miss doing Christmas with the family because of my new job. 

 What with my sleeping later than the other geishas and having to work on Friday and 

Saturday as well, that first week of November at work effectively removed me from the society 

of the Four Bells, and I felt it acutely. My couple solitary hours each morning and afternoon at 

home were pleasant with reading and spots of restoration work, but I missed talking with the 

guys—and the exciting company at dinners. By Friday, I was more than ready to invite some 

admiring guest upstairs to inspect my begonias, but I had to be satisfied with a handsome young 

customer who admired me over his linguine con vongole and then went on his way.  
 

* Concerning go-go dancing, see LORD WIND, Chapter 4: ADRIFT, 4.5: SQUALLS. 
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 Things looked up on Wednesday’s dinner shift when an attractive new guy started, a 

black-haired American university student at the institution of that name. Mark had never waited 

table before, so Mr. Mario asked me to train him, stationing us in a fancy upstairs dining room 

where it would be quieter and not as crowded, but tips would be at least as good.  

 Having to go down the stairs for kitchen and bar wasn’t any real trouble. With my aid and 

oversight, the kid covered a deuce and four-top, while I served four fours. Gusti’s fancy upstairs 

diners often drank a lot of expensive wine and weren’t generally in much of a hurry, so I trained 

Mark in relative leisure, leaving with reasonable gratuities. After our shift, we ate fettucine 

carbonara together and chatted.  

 Pleased with his first time waiting, Mark thanked me nicely for being a good teacher, and 

that’s how we got into talking about ourselves. A junior majoring in political science and 

psychology—perhaps a useful combination, I opined—he also had an interest in drawing. As to 

be expected, he was impressed by my degrees and Slavic stuff. Early on in our chat, he remarked 

on a girlfriend, which I ignored and didn’t mention my own predilection. That a mere waiter in 

an Italian restaurant owned a big Victorian house at Logan Circle seemed to impress Mark far 

more than my useless degrees. 

 The next several days Mark and I got stationed upstairs. Mr. Mario may have felt it 

important to have white men serving Gusti’s elite clientele, though I knew the Persians vied for 

stations up there, Bahman in particular. In the kitchen, he snarled at me from a distance like a 

cowardly lion, and I gave him my grasped elbow. Mark wondered what that was all about, so I 

warned him to watch out for the barbarians. Given that context, I explained my being their Grand 

Poosti, thereby revealing my socio-political orientation. He just smiled cutely. 

 Our shifts together were companionable with charming conversation at every opportunity 

between waiting tasks or over our belated meals together. The Persians obviously suspected our 

companionship of poosti motives, but it was abundantly clear that my trainee, while indeed 

delectable, intelligent, and artistic, was totally disinterested in begonias.  

 It was more than enough that he came by of an afternoon to see the Four Bells and be 

boggled by the chandelier instead. Mark was amazed that he had one enormous red chair just like 

my blue one, an heirloom from his grandfather. Maneuvering him into my boudoir where unreal 

colorful leaves were banked around the window, with a hopeless gesture I indicated my ornate 

iron bed, and he laughed, gently declining at the invitation.  

 Relaxing on the blue sofa in the parlor with Lorro chuckling merrily in the background, 

we talked books. He raved about one he’d just finished reading called “Worlds in Collision” that 

had blown his mind. He brought it to work the next day for me, and reading it in my mornings 

blew my mind as well. By Immanuel Velikovsky from 1950, it’s a theory of ancient history that 

exploded all my preconceptions and still inspires intellectual ecstasies. That book is why I’ll 

never forget meeting Mark. He opened my eyes on the universe. 

# 

 Probably under Persian pressure, Mr. Mario moved Mark and me down to the first-floor 

dungeon (much darker and denser than upstairs), where on adjacent stations we made serious hay 

with that constant line of commoners at the door and down the street. Mark confidently spread 

his new waiter wings like an angel, flying through the crowds with raised tray with a beaming 

smile. It made me truly proud to be his mentor. The next Saturday Mr. Mario put us upstairs 

again as show-waiters for a special big party of Italian extraction reserved at seven.  

 They occupied one of the dining rooms and the two of us white guys with two Chinese 

busboys the entire evening. An hour of cocktails and nibbles, then most of another for antipasti, 
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wines, and miscellaneous appetizers, which kept us running among the milling diners, barely 

able to keep track of who’d ordered what. Mr. Mario was a life-saver keeping track of items for 

the bill. Entrees were ordered impromptu and delivered in almost random sequence for well over 

another hour, by which time desserts had become the hot item, followed by a good while of 

brandies and aperitifs. Over it all flowed a deafening roar of Italian conversation and laughter. 

 Mark kept up well with the furor and in passing once on the stairs told me he loved the 

mad busyness. We soldiered on, exhausted, but keeping our hospitable faces on to the staggering 

finale of the festive affair. The capos finally got up from their chairs; one came over to us and 

with a sincere grazie, handed each of us a C-note—and a $50 bill to each of the busboys. There 

was rejoicing in the pantry, but neither Mark nor I felt much like eating after witnessing that 

feeding frenzy. We just ate cannoli and had a stiff drink before going off to our separate beds. 

 At first I really did want to get Mark into bed. But there were always guys around for 

nookie. I just liked being around Mark, chattering about what-have-you, sharing time. Sure, I 

could hump him with pleasure, but why? My young lust was losing its luster—it mattered more 

to commune with another mind, communicate with another person, like Charles and me. How 

fortunate I was to meet up with another mind-mate. I mean, Mark agreed it was somehow sinister 

for our democracy’s President and Vice President to be named Ford and Rockefeller. 

 Our communion continued splendidly along to Thanksgiving when we were again given 

an Italian family feast upstairs, even bigger and noisier than the other and lasting all afternoon 

and into the evening. We took turns catching breaks mid-afternoon and the rest of the time kept 

those forks flying and jaws chewing without ceasing. Getting tipped $150 each made all the mad 

effort feel worthwhile.  

 The cooks had saved us some holiday turkey and dressing that we shared in the pantry in 

mutual gratitude. When we’d eaten, Mark told me he was leaving Gusti’s—he’d gotten a job as 

an intern with a legislator. I was gob-smacked. We said goodbye out on the dark corner of 

Connecticut Avenue with a hug, and I never saw Mark again. My fledgling flew away.  

# 

 I found small but effective consolation for Mark’s disappearance in reading his book, 

“Worlds in Collision.” Its astronomical drama put my personal life into a new perspective. My 

private dramas of making a living, building a home, finding friends, and writing poems now 

seemed as insignificant as sex in the light of cosmic cataclysm. Such an event was terribly 

improbable, but that merest possibility of rogue comets made the transience of life just as terribly 

obvious. Transient was a good word for Mark’s and my planets passing so close by each other.  

 Home for my afternoon break on Saturday, I found Charles stripping the Lincrusta under 

the dado in the dining room, a design of foliage more open and sweeping than that in the parlor. 

Sitting cross-legged on the floor with brushes, scrapers, and picks, we removed layers of green, 

red, yellow, and white paint obscuring the details of leaves and twigs, I lamented Mark’s 

departure for the halls of Congress and the sad transience of our platonic communion. According 

to my mind-mate Charles, such brief happy moments were all the joy we can hope for, so we’ve 

got to find them in everything we do.  

 I scraped off green and white paint and relished this brief happy moment sitting on the 

dining room floor with Charles. He worried that Patrick might move in with Christian, which 

would mean looking for another geisha (but didn’t happen yet), and he himself was leaving on 

Tuesday for California and a week with his folks. Fortunately, my transient communion with 

Charles was a recurring joy—our planets orbited in tandem. Turning to other house business, we 

made plans for the Second Annual Four Bells Yuletide Ball.  
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 On a roll, Charles and I spent Sunday, December 1, in communion and conversation 

finishing off the 22-foot strip of Lincrusta on the east-wall of the dining room. The meditative 

time was a good time to tell him about Velikovsky’s cataclysmic scenario for ancient history, 

and he immediately accepted the mythological metaphor of a battle between Venus and Mars. He 

wanted to read the book when back from California.  

 While he’d be away, Princesses Patrick and Jim would host Supper Club, and I could do 

it next Sunday on my day off. Charles added that the Club, which was declining in attendance a 

bit now that more pioneer neighbors had working kitchens, was going to five days a week in 

December, with Mondays and Tuesdays “closed.” Those nights we geishas would have to forage, 

maybe actually go out to a restaurant… I figured it might be interesting to go out somewhere to 

eat and compare Gusti’s competition, like taking a busman’s holiday.  

 That Sunday’s dinner was a splendid roast with roots and such like prepared by Connie in 

her new kitchen and brought over. She and hubby would consequently be dining less frequently 

now with the Club. I sat at table relishing these brief happy moments of community. There were 

indeed fewer pioneers, but the geisha crew and ever-faithful Lewis and Carolyn (with Isadora the 

Huge) were there, as were Lou, Ken, and his Richard to celebrate my rare personal appearance. I 

used the occasion to enthrall my audience with highlights from Velikovsky’s historical thriller. 

Naturally, Ken tried to argue, but I lovingly told him to read the damned book.  

 I read the damned book for most of Monday morning, happily playing around in the 

ancient solar system and ignoring the insignificance of present reality. In the suddenly much 

colder afternoon, I put on my navy pea coat and did Dave the favor of walking Heidi the Hund 

around the Circle, meanwhile contemplating the subtle way dogs have domesticated people to 

feed and care for them. When Charles got home that afternoon, not a little subdued by all the 

family exposure, our resident geisha crew went for dinner to a place on 17th Street with high-

backed booths, terrible lighting, and questionable American fare. No competition. 

# 

 My new exalted perspective on life was soon to be tested by present reality. I ambled 

home from Gusti’s for my Tuesday afternoon break intending to deal with chores at hand, 

specifically fixing up my cyperus swamp by the window in the dining room. A multitude of new 

stalks needed to get bead-corded into the pseudo-Egyptian sheaf. When I looked out the window 

into the back yard, I did a double-take because big blue Lavenia Van Dodge wasn’t there! In her 

stead was a small green car.  

 I tore around the wracked-out house next door and down the alley to discover my van 

sitting forlornly in the alley—with a parking ticket on the windshield. Now we never locked 

Lavenia since there was nothing in her to steal, not even a radio, so the green-car driver must 

have rolled her out into the alley to park in our yard himself. The nerve! I strung a chain between 

posts behind the car and parked Lavenia across the yard behind that.  

 Taking down the car’s license number, my last touch was a note on its windshield to 

come to 1320 with driver’s license to show the police before I’d let the car out of my yard. I re-

bundled the cyperus, watered my begonias, and out of sheer aggravation swept out my boudoir 

and the bathrooms. Before leaving for the dinner shift, I wrote a note for Charles about the 

outrage. Getting home near midnight, I went into the alley where van and chain were exactly as 

I’d left them, but mysteriously there was no little green car in the yard. 

 I got up extra early in the morning to catch Charles and learned that when he’d gotten 

home there was no little green car back there. A streak of green paint on the brick corner of the 

longer house next door and another on the chain’s post indicated the driver backing and filling 
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and managing to squeeze out across the trashy yard, hopefully picking up a nail or two on the 

way. Charles had to go to work, but I called the police, displayed the scene of the crime, and 

gave them the license number. Unfortunately, I’d have to dispute the parking ticket in court. 

 To see the judge on Friday, I took lunch off, which meant probably losing as much in tips 

as the ticket would cost, but Lavenia’s honor was well worth it. While I was telling Judge Burka 

what happened, he hid behind my file folder, which made me wonder if he was even listening. 

Then he lowered it, looked at me with an affectionate smile, and turned to the crowd in the 

courtroom to deliver a tirade about the abomination of the automobile. He ranted at considerable 

length about the beast dominating our landscape, covering our hills and fields with concrete, 

steel vermin growling and screeching and honking…  

 I do wish I could remember all his colorful, heart-felt complaints, but it was enough that 

the militantly visionary judge cancelled my ticket and told me to keep the chain up across my 

yard. I totally agreed with his arguments and do even more so today. Charles congratulated me 

on my legal victory and showed off four silver wall-sconces he’d found that day for gas-lights in 

the dining room, two on the east wall and one on each side of the breakfront. Restoration of the 

Four Bells was proceeding apace. 

# 

 Rather than take much longer (and lose proportionately more income) to go for the 

holidays with family in Florida, I took just a Saturday and a Tuesday off from Gusti’s in mid-

December to visit my darling Kenny in New York. I rode the early Saturday morning train from 

DC’s elegant Union Station to New York’s even more elegant Grand Central Station, where I 

walked out and was blown away by the Chrysler Building. Leery of taking the scary subway, I 

walked with my suitcase across the teeming metropolis in an architectural daze to Kenny’s new 

place in the 600 block of West. 52nd Street. 

 Climbing a narrow, dark stairway to the second floor, I knocked on his heavy metal door 

and waited for him to undo several locks and chains and remove a metal rod stuck into the floor 

to prevent the door opening. I was amazed, since our front door at the Four Bells could be 

popped open with a well-placed shoulder—and the drunks in the Barrel House parking lot were 

the best security guards one could want. Kenny threw himself into my arms with kisses and then 

led me through his narrow kitchen mashed up along the walls of the short “vestibule.”  

 His apartment was essentially one medium-sized room in which he’d constructed living 

spaces: a small table with chairs for dining by one front window, a built-in corner of sofas by the 

other, a sleeping area in the back high up on a bank of storage cabinets reminiscent of my bed-

cave on Independence Avenue, and a tiny lavatory in the other back corner. It felt like one of 

those old steamer trunks that opened up into a whole closet and dressing room.  

 Careening around any open space and barking frantically were his two pug-dogs, Ruby 

and Sapphire. They finally calmed down to join us in our cuddle on the sofa. Much catch-up chat 

and many caresses, which turned into the pug-snuggling nap that Kenny much needed before his 

show. After a quick early dinner in a Greek place, I left him off at the Broadway Theatre and 

walked around Times Square marveling at the stupendous crowds everywhere. Grateful for the 

human scale of DC, I wondered how my Kenny could cope with such density and immensity. 

 “Fiddler on the Roof” was spectacular, Zero Mostel totally commanding the stage. I had 

to keep reminding myself to watch Kenny, so handsome with his well-groomed beard, and I was 

tremendously proud of him being part of the theatrical masterpiece. As directed, I went around to 

the stage door afterwards to meet him, and on our way back to 52nd Street, he said he didn’t 

know how much longer he could stand doing the same act over and over again. 
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 Naked together up on his bed-shelf (with Ruby and Sapphire nuzzling awkward places), 

we made love just like in idyllic Milwaukee four years before, two angels communing. Recalling 

his early regrets about moving to the City, I suggested he move to DC and live with me at the 

Four Bells. He could do shows at the Kennedy Center and so many other places. But Kenny said 

that he was a real New Yorker now… He couldn’t, but we’d always have each other—I’d always 

be his handsome professor. I told him he’d be my beautiful ballet dancer—but there was no such 

thing as always. We’d have each other just for as long as we’ve got. Fired by these passionate 

declarations, we pushed the pugs out of the way and revisited our idyll once more.  

 Sunday together started mid-morning with a walk for Ruby and Sapphire around a couple 

blocks, on the way picking up coffee and impressive bagels with cream cheese and cherry 

preserves for breakfast and pastrami sandwiches for lunch in Central Park that afternoon. We 

walked there along winding paths and trails, through secret forests and by placid lakes, again as 

idyllic as our golden Wisconsin rambles. Only now trees were winter-bare in December’s chill—

I wore the blue cardigan sweater Kenny had given me four years before, knitted by his mother. 

 The magnificent Metropolitan Museum of Art gave Kenny and me hours of sharing art. 

How could I compare it with the National Gallery, two incomparable museums! But when we 

got to the Temple of Dendur, it was game over! I wandered around in tears, grieving the passing 

of its ancient world and the transience of even this huge stone monument, both temporal and 

spatial. It had been moved here from Egypt to save it from being flooded by the Aswan Dam. 

 I took Kenny back into Central Park behind the museum to see Cleopatra’s Needle again, 

beloved from earlier walks, and with hands on its stone, I wept again for the same weird reasons, 

except that this humongous obelisk had come to DC from fabled Luxor, its twin going to stand in 

London. To explain my weeping, I gave Kenny the basics of “Worlds in Collision” and my broad 

new view on the transience of everything.  

 He wished that grief were as transient as joy, and to seize upon more moments of ecstasy, 

so to speak, in our walk around the Needle wondering at hieroglyphs, we kissed a number of 

times. On our way into the zoo holding hands, some toughs shouted at us, “Queers!” I gave them 

my Grand Poosti glower, shouting back, “Kiram tu kunet!” Confounded by the magic of that 

arcane spell, they wisely retreated, and Kenny and I went on un-harried to watch the seals.  

 Again in explanation, I recited for him the epic of my kitchen victory over the Persians, 

then suddenly wondered how it was for him nowadays for love affairs. He said he hadn’t found 

anyone steady since scenic designer Steve—hadn’t even been going to the bars—but that was 

alright. Some guy inevitably would show up at the theater or on the street... I confessed to having 

more guys show up at the Four Bells for geisha service than perhaps was proper. But I wanted a 

guy to commune with—like us when we stopped by the snow leopards to kiss again. 

 That night’s sex was almost an after-thought in our intimacies all evening and in later 

hours embracing, but nonetheless a transient instant of utter joy. Monday with my Kenny was a 

sunny boat ride out to the Statue of Liberty, so young yet so monumental, and an evening at Mel 

Brooks’ new movie, “Young Frankenstein,” the sheer madness of it adorable. That night at a 

crucial moment in our lovemaking, Kenny sang out, “Oh, sweet mystery of life! At last I’ve 

found you!” I laughed so hard I lost my erection—for the moment. 

 On the train back to DC, I thought about being a waiter. Apart from simply waiting for 

folks to feed their faces, it was waiting for life to happen—that old go with the flow! I needed to 

take decisive action to move my life forward from Gusti’s. Find some way besides working 

another pointless job. I didn’t need meaning—just a sense of accomplishment, fulfillment. 

### 


